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Abstract
This paper addresses the relations of technology and the Earth focusing on what role
technological apparatuses and their digital environments plays in the ecology of this planet.
Through a model I call technospatial ecology these elements; the digital and physical are
brought together in one interconnected system. This is described in the beginning of the paper
and is followed by a discussion of research, my own works and art works by others that
exemplify the different aspects of said ecology.
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4

Introduction

In the text that follows I examine the relations between manmade technologies and the Earth,
and how that relationship is exposed by, and examined through my works. I contextualise my
approach within the terminology of ecology as it provides a set of tools that allow me to
present technology as part of the ecology of the Earth. The approach could be considered
within the context of, but not exclusive to, technoecology. Ecology is the study of relations
of organisms to one another and their surroundings2, while technoecology continues to
include technological apparatuses as “organisms” in the Earth’s ecology.3 I view my research
activities as fieldwork conducted with the same precision and sensitivity as a Victorian
naturalist, travelling all around the globe archiving and documenting natural objects with as
much precision as possible. That aspect of the naturalist’s process is what I transfer to my
research activities of natural objects via technical apparatuses. These activities are both online
and offline computer based research methods, as well as more traditional research trips and
onsite studies. Technoecology weaves together these seemingly unrelated ecologies, i.e.
digital and physical, into a planetary scale symbiotic organism.
It is not the intention of this paper to provide a substantial overview of these matters
on behalf of the computer scientist, philosopher or ecologist, but rather to unpack the artistic
tools used in my works. The artistic process ranges from being objective, general and
universal to something very subjective, specific and personal, which in turn enables an artist
to implement a great variety of methodological frames from different fields and cross
boundaries more freely. My own language and sensitivity for materials act as pillars that
support the work, which is informed, but not dominated by theory.
I have a professional background in photography that informs the research to a great
degree as well as being a novice 3D artist with a short stint in computer sciences and
anthropology. My works are rooted in thoughts on representation, where technical
apparatuses play a significant role in mediation of natural objects and experience of physical
surroundings. For the most part I’ve studied the merger of the digital and the physical with
emphasis on materiality and the anthropocentric notion of the user.4

2

“https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/ecology” accessed on: 16.01.2018
There is no proper definition of technoecology but it is widely used to discuss technology’s impact on organic life. Here I am however
making my own suggestion, not far from the general use of the term.
4
Here I use the term user as humans behind social media accounts, emails, smart devices etc.
3
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Chapter one

Technospatial ecology
I like to start by introducing what I call technospatial ecology, a model aiming at bringing
together the digital and physical into the same interconnected sphere (figure 1.0, p. 8). As
mentioned earlier, ecology is the study of relations of organisms and their environment, and
technoecology extends that study to include how technological apparatuses affect organisms
in the Earth’s ecology. Technospatial ecology however shifts the attention towards the digital
environment of the technical apparatuses. I’m writing this paper on a Google Docs, an online
word processor, and every few seconds the software tells me that all changes have been
“saved in Drive”. This drive refers to a networked storage space operated in 15 locations
around the world (figure 1.1, p. 8).5 Each keystroke is a command that shoots a bundle of data
hundreds or thousands of kilometers across the globe, measured in milliseconds and there is
no obvious way to trace in which of these locations my paper resides. However, the
omnipotent quality of the digital environment places the paper simply on the screen of my
laptop regardless of geographical location of either the laptop or the digital file. In that regard
where it is becomes irrelevant, geographically speaking, while what it is becomes more
interesting, ontologically speaking.
To shed light on the inner workings of said ecology, it is divided into four parts: The
first part is (1) the Earth, which not only provides ground to stand on but more importantly
provides minerals for the production of, and the energy to power the technical apparatuses.
The second part is (2) hardware, which is the infrastructure consisting of networked technical
apparatuses like data centres, satellites, sea cables, antennas etc., occupying the physical
sphere. The third part is the circulation of data, here referred to as (3) stream. This is the
5

Data center location Google Data Centers Accessed on January 7, 2018.
https://www.google.com/about/datacenters/inside/locations/index.html”
6

content that is transmitted and received by different apparatuses within the hardware network.
It is the software and data of the hardware. Together these three layers define the scope of the
(4) technospatial event. That event receives and feeds the stream through technological
apparatuses orbiting around the materiality and energy of the Earth. As I mentioned the scope
of the technospatial event is determined equally by hardware, stream and the Earth. Here is a
practical example: Watching a video online requires a substantial use of hardware; data
centers, cables, wifi router, computer devices and more. The Earth is heavily mined for
minerals to create these devices and modified to generate energy to power the transference of
that video. The video file, packed with data is rushes through fibre cables on near speed of
light, byte by byte, one foot per nanosecond.6 And that video emitting from the screen is the
technospatial event.
I hope to demonstrate that the technospatial event dictates that the relationship
between two can not be considered without the third, no matter the configuration.

6

Jad Abumrad and Robert Krulwich, “Speed” February 5, 2013, in Radiolab, produced by WNYC, podcast, MP3 audio,58:39, accessed
January 18, 2018, http://www.radiolab.org/story/267124speed.
7
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Figure 1.0 This graph shows how each part is equally represented in the technospatial event.

Figure 1.1 Locations of Google data centers
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Chapter 2

The Earth
With my background in photography and a keen interest in the Earth’s ecology I would like to
briefly address relevant events in the photographic history of the Earth. This ties in with
technospatial ecology as it gradually moves from the first satellite images to the current
mode of extremely detailed online photographic satellite mapping of the Earth. Here I choose
to use the term image as one produced by technical apparatuses, such as satellites and other
remote controlled apparatuses.
Pale blue dot
The field of photography in space is incredibly vast, including a long list of significant
images produced by astronauts, unmanned satellites and rockets, dating back to mid19th
century.7 It is beyond the scope of this paper to venture deep into that history, but I will
extract a couple of photographs that help construct a narrative of how the use of technical
apparatuses has attempted to guide our perception of the Earth.
On February 14th, 1990, when the spacecraft Voyager 1 had travelled to the edge of
our solar system, it turned its instruments around and captured a series of 60 photographs that
when stitched together created the first image of the solar system, often referred to as the
Family Portrait. (figure 2.0, p. 12). Within this image lies the famous little cluster of pixels
known as the Pale Blue Dot (figure 2.1, p. 12). That is Earth, just a tiny speck, a faint blue
cluster of pixels lacking all evidence of intelligent life, or life in general. This image became
Carl Sagan’s focal point for a book he released a few years later.8 Look at the dot carefully
7

“First Pictures of Earth From 100 Miles in Space, 1947”, NASA.gov, last modified August 7, 2017,
https://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/imagegallery/image_feature_1298.html
8
“”Pale Blue Dot” Images Turn 25”, NASA.gov, last modified August 7, 2017,
https://www.nasa.gov/jpl/voyager/palebluedotimagesturn25
9

and think of all the places you have been and places you want to visit. Consider where you
are now and where Voyager 1 might be. At the time this is written the spacecraft is about 21,5
billion kilometers away travelling 61,155 km/per hour in interstellar space, now 40 years
since its launch in september 1977.9
The Family Portrait depicts a certain displacement within our perception of the Earth.
On it, the Earth is merely a speck among specks. This decentralisation of the Earth
emphasises, much like Copernicus did in 1543 by proposing a more accurate model of the
Solar System where the Earth and the sun swapped places in what he called the Heliocentric
model.10 Of course humanity knew where the Earth was in relation to other parts of the Solar
System when Voyager 1 captured these images, but here I’m placing more value in the image
than the preceding literature as evidence.

First photo of Earth
Another image, actually taken much earlier on November 10th 1967 was the first full disk
colour image of the Earth (figure 2.2, p. 13). The image was made and transmitted to Earth by
the NASA operated ATSIII weather and communication satellite.11 It’s not the the first image
of Earth from space, but more importantly, it is the first full disk image. It’s referred to as full
disk when all visible surface is lit up by the sun. Unlike the Pale Blue Dot, this image allows
us to grasp recognisable surface of our planet. The clear shape of South America situates the
viewer above Brazil, depicting a planet with clouds, oceans and land masses. We recognise
this as the planet Earth.
The ATSIII image was published on the cover of the first edition of Whole Earth
Catalog in 1968 (figure 2.3, p. 13). To the reader of the Whole Earth Catalog that cover
image may suggest a noninvasive and subjective observation of Earth. That’s what
photographic images are really good for; to manipulate the mode of representation. An image
can suggest the illusion of the outside. Here I refer to an illusion of being able to truly stand
outside an event or scene encountered as a photographer, or a viewer. On the other hand, the
Earth is enclosed with darkness giving it greater value as it is revealed to be finite. It’s what
we got, it’s all we got, physically at least. If you consider the historical context of which the

9

“https://voyager.jpl.nasa.gov/mission/status/” Accessed on: December 5, 2017
Thomas S. Kuhn The Copernican revolution: planetary astronomy in the development of western thought. (Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1957), p.1
11
“ATS”, NASA.gov, last modified May 22, 2016, https://science.nasa.gov/missions/ats
10
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magazine is published in, then it’s in the beginning of the age of information and digital
cultures12. The rapid development gradually lead to the release of Google Earth in late June
2005, (figure 2.4, p. 13) making the Earth an accessible tool for anyone to use with a internet
connected device. The software gave access to a spherical model made from millions of
satellite images of Earth’s surface, which since then has been constantly updating the intricate
image surface.13 The Earth appears finite, but has become omnipotent in its finitude. Always
constantly everywhere at once.

12

Ana Teixeira Pinto “The Whole Earth: In Conversation with Diedrich Diederichsen and Anselm Franke” eflux 45 (2013):
http://www.eflux.com/journal/45/60114/thewholeearthinconversationwithdiedrichdiederichsenandanselmfranke/
13
“Google Launches Free 3D Mapping and Search Product” googlepress.blogspot.is, last modified June 28, 2005,
https://googlepress.blogspot.is/2005/06/googlelaunchesfree3dmappingand_28.html.
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Figure 2.0 The first photographic view of our solar system

Figure 2.1 The pale blue dot. A detail from the image of the solar system (fig.2.0) captured by the Voyager 1
spacecraft in 1990.
12

Figure 2.2 The first full disk colour photograph of the Earth, 1967

Figure 2.3 (left)The cover of the Whole Earth Catalog with the first colour photo of Earth on the cover.
Figure 2.4 (right) Google Earth accessed through a smartphone
13

Chapter three

Earth studies
In the last years I’ve been inspired by this immense access to satellite images of Earth,
spending hours exploring the static and seemingly total image surface of the Earth. Software
like Google Earth reveal the technospatial aspect of Earth studies as they consist of multiple
images, thousands of satellite and aerial images, stitched together into a single navigable
image surface, accessed through a global network that is always running constantly
everywhere at once. From an anthropocentric viewpoint these satellite images reveal a
displacement of the perspective that creates a decentralised and remotecontrolled gaze. A
gaze outsourced to satellites orbiting the Earth.14 This relationship between satellites and the
Earth has been the point of departure for a number of studies, and here I would like to present
one artwork by me that addresses this relation.

Peel
Back in 2012 during one of my many browsing sessions on Google Earth I came across an
airplane. Perfectly still, on the corner of Russell Square in NorthLondon. Right now, when
I’m typing this there are around 10.000 airplanes airborne15, and if the average passenger
number is 200, then there are about 2 million people flying at this very moment. It took me a
few moments to realise that the plane in Russell Square was caught in midair, and not sitting
stationary at ground level. It was obvious to me that I had to look for more airplanes that had
been captured by the gaze of the observing satellites, so I gave myself two weeks as a
timeframe and started shifting through the images surface of the Earth. I used air traffic
14
15

Hito Steyerl, The Wretched of the Screen (Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2012) p. 24
“https://www.flightradar24.com/” Accessed on: January 18, 2018
14

information to study flight routes and searched in greater detail in heavy traffic areas. In these
two weeks I had located and archived 23 airplanes all around the world that then developed
into the work Peel (figure 3.0, p. 17). The main body of the work are two series of images,
presented as pairs. Each pair consisting of (right page) an image of that rare moment where
airplanes in midair have been caught in satellite images and then (left page) screenshots from
Google Street View, taken from the ground up at roughly the same geographical location as
the partnering satellite image, but aiming at the sky. When paired the images depict the space
between the Earth and the satellite, and as the pages are turned, each spread reveals that odd
moment in time.

I consider Peel an Earth study. On each spread of Peel is a place, a space defined by these two
images as one is captured from high orbit pointing down and the other from the Earth’s
surface pointing up. Here I think of the center of the Earth as a pivotal point so up and down
refer to away from or towards the Earth. This space includes the Earth’s surface, the airspace
above, and reaches through the atmosphere to the satellite that is roughly 35,8 thousand
kilometers above Earth’s surface. Now I like to descend all the way to the surface of the
Earth, as I present works by the Boyle family, works that have stayed with me for years.
Boyle family
A few years ago I met up with Sebastian Boyle, Georgia Boyle and their mother Joan Hills in
their studio and home in Greenwich, London. Together with Mark Boyle, who passed away in
2005, they are the Boyle family, London based artist family known for their collaboration. I
interviewed them for my BA thesis, but I would like to revisit one of their projects in the
context of this text here. In 1968, same year as the Whole Earth Catalog came out but
unrelated to its publication, they started a huge survey of the Earth that is still ongoing, as far
as I know. The work is called World Series and after randomly selecting thousand locations
on a large world map, they set out to study these location adopting methods that NASA was
developing for their first manned journey to the moon, which took place in the following
year. Their argument was that humanity was looking at the Moon in much greater detail than
we had ever studied the Earth. Their working method consists of extensive onsite fieldwork,
where they collect samples and record data unique to that site. The exact location for each site
is determined onsite by a number of methods, but for example by throwing a right angle
15

metal piece into the air and where it lands is the corner of the square site they study,
measuring 6 by 6 feet.16

17

One of the most significant outcomes from each sitestudy is a

hyperreal 1:1 recreation of that square (figure 3.1, p. 17). These are life size models of the
actual place, made mainly from resin and fiberglass. They are extremely detailed, and deliver
a sense of respect and care for a place that has no apparent relation to the artists, except being
a randomly chosen location by a process of their design.

What speaks to me in the Boyle family’s World Series is the process; the act of going to these
places and confronting the physical space in such manner and production of a replica that in
some ways relates to Google Earth, i.e. perhaps they are visually the same, but materially
completely different. They adopt methods from various fields, as they mimic to an extend the
methodologies used by astronauts exploring the moon.18 The Apollo astronauts, including
Neil Armstrong, came to Iceland in the 60’s to train and advance their skills in collecting
samples and knowing what to look for when on the Moon’s surface.19 The admiration of the
Boyle family’s works has stayed with me ever since I encountered them for the first time in
2004 when they exhibited parts of the World Series in Akureyri, my hometown.

16

“Journey to the Surface of the Earth, Mark Boyle's Atlas and Manual” Boyle Family, Accessed on: December 3, 2017.
http://www.boylefamily.co.uk/boyle/texts/index.html
17
“TateShots Edinburgh: Boyle Family” tate.org.uk, last modified September 16, 2010,
http://www.tate.org.uk/contextcomment/video/tateshotsedinburghboylefamily
18
Sebastian Boyle, Georgia Boyle and Joan Hills (Boyle family) in discussion with author, November 2011.
19
Örlygur Hnefill Örlygsson, “Apollo Astronaut Training in Iceland” las modified December 3, 2013.
http://www.explorationmuseum.com/2013/12/apolloastronauttraininginiceland/
16
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Figure 3.0 Peel, bookwork, 2016

Figure 3.1 The World Series study installed at Galerie Paul Maenz, Koln 1971
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Chapter four

(being) in a site
Taking a point of departure in Earth studies, moving from the edge of the Solar System to the
surface of the Earth, I have exposed the negotiations between anthropocentrism and
ecocentrism.20 There are two major school of thought relating to this negotiation that I
consider in my process. The first is lead by Kant and one of his most significant contribution
to philosophy; the socalled Copernican Revolution in philosophy, where objects are made
possible through their representation by the rational subject. A perfectly anthropocentric
disposition. Kant's conceptual change is often described as putting the human subject in the
centre of inquiry, so that to understand objective experience, we must understand how human
beings experience things. The title, Copernican Revolution, refers to Nicolaus Copernicus, a
Renaissance astronomer and mathematician who suggested that the Sun is in the center of the
Solar System rather than the Earth, and by doing so introduced a paradigm shift in
contextualising the human position in the universe.21
The second is Object Oriented Ontology or OOO for short, a Heidegger influenced
school of contemporaries that reject the anthropocentrism of Kant’s theory and states that all
objects exist independently of human perception. All objects are treated the same. According
to OOO, an object “is anything that cannot be fully reduced either downward to its
components (‘undermining’) or upward to its effects (‘overmining’)” (Harman, 2015:401).22
By including these two contradictory ideas in the scope of my research I want to give rise to
the polarity of fieldwork in the way it seems necessary anthropocentric as it is conducted by
someone, regardless of any methodological objectivity. In a recent work I attempted to
approach a site fusing together an objective approach and the seemingly inescapable
anthropological presence of my own body. This work is called Shift.
20

Anthropocentrism regards humans perception vital to understand the world, while ecocentrism puts humans on equal footing as other
things.
21
Gunnar Skirbekk and Nils Gilje, Heimspekisaga (Reykjavík: Háskólaútgáfan, 1999), 428.
22
Graham Harman, “ObjectOriented Ontology” In The Palgrave Handbook of Posthumanism in Film and Television, eds. Michael
Hauskeller, Curtis D. Carbonell, Thomas D. Philbeck (London: Palgrave Macmillan, ), 401  409.
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Shift is a method for a technospatial interrogation of a chosen site. The exhibits that come
out of the process are left at the site as evidence or trace of the process. These exhibits are
meant to act as a portal between the physical and digital space and are presented as
sculptures. This process has been performed in Kubburinn, exhibition space of Iceland
Academy of the Arts in Reykjavík, NonSpace project space, now known as USE Academy in
Aarhus, Denmark and lastly in Akureyri Art Museum, Iceland.
I would like to talk specifically about installation made for Akureyri Art Museum.
(figure 4.0, p. 22) There are four exhibits in the space: sculpture, shelf, text and image. The
sculpture, that I will refer to as sculptural object from now on, is standing independent of the
walls with enough space around it for people to circulate with ease. A couple of paces away, a
shelf custom built to fit the papers that rest on it, is mounted on the wall. Heavy paper with a
matt finish holds an image on one side and text on the other. Multiple prints in a stack suggest
they are for taking. Text is aligned to the center of the paper and reads:
Look around you. As the world expands, it dreams of its original state of
togetherness. Spring arrives at the average rate of 53 cm per second (repetition), the
moon is spiralling away from earth at a much slower rate of 3,8 cm per year
(continuity), Mexico City is elevated just above the highest point of Iceland
(displacement) and spatial variations in Earth’s gravity cause changes up to 100m in
height of the oceans (attraction). Everything longs for a relation, to be in context. All
things crave togetherness, as a rock that is sent flying through the air eventually
reunites with the ground. Equally, the ground departed the rock and arrived at it
again. Stay still and let things find you. Let them penetrate your senses and flow
uncontrollably and forcefully through your mind. Give rise to not knowing and
surrender to the pleasure of the eternal friction.
The work jumps between the virtual and physical in a study of the
exhibition space. This room becomes the subject of a process and
researchbased examination of materials and semantics. Our perception of
reality is a red line through the work that is presented. A segment of the
architectural space is extracted into the virtual and brought back as Platonic
forms, interrogating the object and questioning its relation to reality. This is
presented as a sculpture.
19

The text addresses the reader directly, providing conceptual context and directions on how to
navigate through the space and around the exhibits. In the beginning the viewer is placed in a
growing universe and told to consider seemingly unrelated phenomena like the speed of
spring and gravitational variations. Those phenomena also suggest a dynamic relation
between objects that has nothing to do with distance or geological location, rather a shift in
context. Those relations map out a landscape around the work and place the viewer in the
middle of it.
While the text sits on one side of the heavy paper, an image occupies the other. The
image is a 3D rendering of the physical site (figure 4.1, p. 22). The rendering is free of the
exhibits, they don’t belong to that version of the space, but the eerie perfection of the virtual
construction has the viewer second guessing the origin of the image. It acts as a clue to the
objects origins, and is a vessel for the representational strategies informing the process.
The shelf is a box like object 147 cm from the ground, measuring 148 x 210 x 50 mm,
mounted firmly to the wall with hidden floating shelf brackets. The texture is the same as on
the wall it is mounted on.
The sculptural object has a minimalistic shape; a white vertical corner wall, slightly
taller than two meters and measuring a bit more than half a meter on both floor axes. The
surface has the same textural qualities as the walls around it. It is coated in white, grainy
when closely observed, semimatt acrylic house paint. The reach of the sculptural object
gradually grows as it rises making it larger and heavier in the top. The shape, size, placement
and each paint stroke is a product of a process that can be repeated at any site bringing
different results each time. The work is the method and the exhibits are the evidence that the
method was effectively carried out.
I stay at the site for a few days prior to making and then revealing the exhibits. During that
time I soak it in and study the material aspect of the site. I measure it all out and study the
light behaviour specifically. This is important as the next step is to completely construct it in
the digital environment of a 3D software (figure 4.2, p. 23). The process of constructing the
site in such manner allows for a further study of the architectural qualities of it. As a site of
fieldwork, the environment of the 3D software offers a disembodied and nonhuman
perspective on the process of construction and then observing the digital site. In this case, the
more work that goes into the construction, the closer it gets to socalled photorealism,
20

meaning that the final result could pass for a photograph. Artist Harun Farocki23 stated that
the era of reproduction was over and the era of construction was here24 meaning that the
physical world no longer precedes the computer image, or as the French philosopher Jean
Baudrillard puts it; “The territory no longer precedes the map”.(Baudrillard, 1988:166)25 This
is what Baudrillard calls hyperreal and refers to this blurring of differences between a
simulation and the thing simulated. The 3D software has perfected the simulation of light,
which plays a large role in making objects in that environment appear photorealistic.
When I’m at this stage of the process I start to extract bits and pieces from the digital model,
cut them out and observe them separately. This is where I choose what to make into a
sculptural object (figure 4.3, p. 23). I look for shapes that attract me and utilise the software’s
ability to observe the model from any angle, any vantage point. Finally I turn the chosen cut
out piece into a technical drawing that can be used to construct it as a physical object, in the
scale 1:1 in relation to the physical site. The sculptural object attempts to act as a gateway to
a terrain where objects occupy not only the physical space their bodies claim, but stretch over
vast plane in spacetime that is neither fixed, nor concrete. A terrain where the digital and
physical materials stand on equal footing. It’s important to me that I build the sculptural
object by hand, applying the plaster, sanding them down, painting and attending to every
detail. Not as a rebellion against the digital process, but quite the opposite. When working in
the digital environment of a 3D software I feel like I’m working in my hands, perhaps due to
the seemingly total control one has as a operator of such software.
The approach to a site I have proposed here, influenced by Earth studies and informed
by the negotiations between anthropocentrism and ecocentrism, has set a course of reasoning
aimed at the correlation between the material nature of digital and physical environments. It
is an material inquiry of the technospatial ecology.

23

Farocki was an Czeck artist born 1944 and died in 2014. He directed movies and made installations that analysed the power of the image
in a beautiful way. His last work, Parallel I  IV really speaks to me and my process at the moment where he analysed the computer image.
24
“PARALLELE” ropac.net, last modified January 21, 2014, http://ropac.net/exhibition_video/parallele
25
Jean Baudrillard, Selected Writing, ed. Mark Poster, (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1988) 166  184
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Figure 4.0 Shift, installation view from Akureyri Art Museum, 2017

Figure 4.1 The rendered image presented on one side of the hand out.
22

Figure 4.2 The view inside the 3D software

Figure 4.3 The object when
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Chapter five

(belonging) to a site
My fascination with digital objects as an artistic tool lead me to an investigation of the digital
materiality. Perhaps due to my background in photography I got interested in
photogrammetry. It is a process that involves taking a lot of photographs from every angle of
a chosen object that is then stitched together into a single 3D image surface by a specialised
software. This gives that digital object a similar relation to its preceding physical object, as a
photograph has with its subject. However, I like to propose that we consider the digital object
as an object independent of the preceding physical subject; it is not a reconstruction, rather a
construction that belongs to the digital environment. This would also apply to map
applications, like Google Earth and others that create a digital 3D image surface from
satellite images of Earth’s surface.

I like to talk about two objects in this relation between the digital and physical that put us on
a trajectory towards the conclusion. The first is a digital model of a rock and the second is a
concrete platform found on a satellite image map of Iceland.
Gray Big Rock
Recently I stumbled upon a rock (figure 5.0, p. 27) while browsing a popular website for
sharing 3D objects . There was not a great deal of information about the object provided by
the owner. It is titled Gray Big Rock, it was published on August 10th 2017, and categorised
as a Nature & Plants object. According to the description, it’s made from 164 photographs
and an ideal computer game object26. The title gives it certain attributes. The first word, gray,

26

These are 3D objects used as part of a scene in a computer game.
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in this context refers most likely to the colour of the object, as the object’s surface appears to
me mostly grey. It also assumes an agreement of a colour system that is inherently
anthropocentric. Furthermore, it’s the American spelling of the word that gives us a glimpse
into the identity of the person responsible, who’s online identity is 3dhdscan, as someone who
assigned to the language system of American English, given it is not a typo or changed by an
autocorrecting feature. The title adds the value big which suggests both a relation to other
objects as much as it suggests a relation to the author. The relation to other objects, in this
context, is an observation by the author, it is big in relation to other rocks I’ve encountered,
and in the pairing of big and rock there is again an assumed agreement what that means.
There is a series of tags following the object: textured, object, texture, asset, free, rock, prop,
gameart, reality, big, cz, gray, gameasset, reference, props, realistic, scan, stone, game,
photogrammetry, architecture, real, nature, czech, realism, brno, gameobject, Bigrock. The
tags cz, czech and brno caught my eye right away as it suggests a location of the rock;
somewhere in or around the city of Brno in the Czech Republic. The owner also assigns the
object to reality, realistic, real and realism, and furthermore to photogrammetry and scan,
supporting the claim that it does or did at the time of capture occupy a specific physical space
as a rock and that the space was accessed by someone to conduct the fieldwork and perform
the 3D scanning ritual. However, the lack of a clear indicator of scale, except the tag and title
word big, and no tactile access to the materiality of the scanned object makes it hard to
determine with certainty the nature of it as visible surface is all we get. It is made from a
series of photographs giving this object a very similar relation to the subject as a photograph
has. Here we can move on to discussion the second object, which shares a lot of the same
attributes as the rock object, while bringing in the satellite image element from second and
third chapter.
The platform
While researching for another project I found three odd looking rectangles sitting in the
middle of Skógarsandur, a large black sand area on the south coast of Iceland (figure 5.1, p.
28). This discovery was made on a Icelandic map application that provides a more detailed
photographic view of Iceland from above than anyone else. The web application includes
both aerial and satellite photographs captured either by specially equipped airplanes or
Landsat8, an Earth observing satellite. The resolution of the images provided by Landsat8
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range from 15  100 meters per pixel,27 while the aerial photographs’ highest resolution is 4
centimeters per pixel. After a bit of research and a phone call to a farmer in the area I learned
that these were concrete platforms made by the French Government Space Agency for
launching rockets into space in the 60s. The French Government Space Agency launched in
total 55 dragon rockets between 1962 – 1973, four of them from the south coast of Iceland.
The mission was to study the Van Allen Radiation Belt. The first two rockets were launched
from Mýrdalssandur in early August 1964 (Dragon D10 and D11) followed by two more
rocket launches (Dragon D17 and D18) in late summer 1965 from Skógarsandur.28
Following the discovery of these digital objects in the web application I decided to
travel to the geographical location of the concrete platforms and did so on October 12th 2017.
In the middle of the sand area of Skógarsandur are three concrete platforms. The largest
measuring 15m x 20,1m, became the subject of my study. The concrete is cracked in places
where sand, moss and other plants have made their home. I spent time studying the surface
and collecting samples. What I brought back was an aerial footage from a drone29,
photographic surface study of the concrete, rock sample and sand samples30. But most
importantly the experience of that place was registered in my memory. My body had been
there, but after experiencing it through the disembodied and outsourced gaze of the satellite, I
tried to address the difference between those two objects, i.e. the digital object I encountered
online (figure 5.2, p. 29) and physical platform my body rested on (figure 5.3, p. 30).
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Charlie Loyd, “Landsat 8 Bands” last modified January 17, 2018. https://landsat.gsfc.nasa.gov/landsat8/landsat8bands/
Ágúst H. Bjarnason “Geimskot Frakka á Íslandi” Lemúrinn (2012) http://lemurinn.is/2012/08/14/geimskotfrakkaaislandi/
29
I brought the drone to be able to operate my own satellite of sorts. The drone lends another meaning to the study as it provides also a
outsourced, remote and disembodied gaze, similar the one of the satellite.
30
See appendix, p. 44  47
28
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Chapter five images

Figure 5.0: A 3D model of a rock.
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Figure 5.1 An aerial photograph of Skógarsandur, on the south coast of Iceland, captured september 8th 2006 in
altitude of 5250 meters.31
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Þorvaldur E. Sæmundsen (expert in image maps at Samsýn), phone call with author, January 17, 2018.
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Figure 5.2 The digital object as it appears with the pixels outlines made visible on the satellite image,
measuring ≈ 58 by 77 pixels.
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Figure 5.3 Documentation of the study of the physical site
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Conclusion

In the study of the concrete platform, my presence at the geographical location felt
disconnected in the same way that the aerial image is disembodied. The connection to the
digital environment was of a different nature than I expected, as a body at the physical site.
My feet resting firmly on the concrete and eyes fixed on the sky, I couldn’t help but to feel
like a visitor of a disused movie set. I knew that this is the site that was photographed and
stitched into a image surface of the whole country, but the digital environment is where I
discovered those objects and where the story took place. The void between what I perceived
there as a body at the physical site and the platform as a pixelated rectangle in a digital
environment can be addressed within technospatial ecology as a necessary relation of the
Earth as resource for hardware that in turn facilitates the digital environment. In this case, the
photograph that captured this area back in 2006 became data for the image surface that then
became a digital model. Using the platform, both as a physical site and a digital object as a
point of departure I will continuing the Earth study through the scope of technical apparatuses
and their digital environment. With a focus on the materiality of the digital the work is
developing towards an extraction of material; a physical construction of digital surfaces with
heavy weight shifted towards its technospatial relations, such as the relations between
satellites and the Earth’s surface or this paper and its connections to a global network of data
centers, as mentioned in the first chapter. The process I’m proposing here is a continuation of
the work Shift that I presented earlier in the paper with a greater emphasis on the digital
environment as a site for material study. Considering the art works and research presented in
this paper, the Earth has a significant role in my works, a role I would like to expand on and
develop through a material negotiation between the digital and the physical.
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Post process reflection

Do not touch
In this chapter I reflect on the process that lead to my graduation work Vanishing Point
installed in Gerðarsafn Kópavogur Art Museum and opened to the public on the 28th April
2018. In the following reflection I will draw lines from the conclusion, through the studio
practice and into the realised installation itself.
In the first chapter of this thesis I proposed a new model that describes the relation
between manmade technologies and the Earth. I called it technospatial ecology. The model
is intended to describe an technospatial event which is the meeting point of the Earth,
hardware and stream. The installation Vanishing point is in that model a true technospatial
event. For a further description of this model I refer to chapter one. The thesis conclusion
guided the work towards a dialog between digital and physical reading of environments, with
an emphasis on a material inquiry of the digital environment. This dialog presented itself as a
negotiation between synthetic materials and digital simulations. At this point I distanced
myself from natural matter and focused on synthetic materials. I was drawn to objects that
had the appearance of another. At this point I emerged myself in the process; browsing
hardware stores, workshops and factories searching for a suitable synthetic materials. At the
same time I dove into 3d softwares creating digital constructions and simulations.
The negotiation between the digital and the physical is also reflected in the tension
between substance and surface; where substance is solidity, suggesting physical density while
surface is infinitely thin. The digital environment is a construction of infinitely thin surfaces
that simulate solidity. With this tension between surface and substance in mind, I started
looking at a launch site I found on satellite images of the south coast of Iceland. The launch
site consists of three grey concrete platforms sitting in the middle of the black sands of
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Skógasandur area. These platforms were used in the 60s to launch rockets into space by the
French Government Space Agency. Their mission was not so much of interest to me, though I
know they were studying the Van Allen radiation belt, shooting in total 4 unmanned rockets
from Mýrdalssandur in 1964 and Skógasandur in 1965. I was more interested in the idea of
the departure, how each rocket was used as an extension of the human body, relaying
information back to Earth’s surface, information that the rocket gathered in an environment
too harsh for a human body. A rocket does not only depart Earth, it also departs the human
body somewhere on the way.
This thought of departure is important to me in relation to physical and digital
environments. The disembodied relation is something I experience when working within a
digital environment that simulates a condition of constraints that are founded in a lawlike
disposition, like mass, light behaviour, movements, textures ect. The key terms that I have
contextualised within digital and physical environments; i.e surface, substance, departure and
disembodiment are the foundation that I build my final work on.

Vanishing point
I would like to start with the two texts that I wrote for the catalog and then dive into the
installation itself. The catalog texts are as follows:

Vanishing point unfolds the material notion of the Earth as it is mediated through
digital environments. By taking the remote gaze of aerial and satellite images as a
point of departure the work opens up a dialogue between digital and physical reading
of environments with the intent to establish a space for a critical study of the
convergence of the two. The work uses a digital mediation of a specific site as a tool
to investigate how technical apparatuses expand on the perception of materiality in the
context of Earth studies. The research subject of the work is a launch platform on the
south coast of Iceland where rockets were launched into space in the mid 60s. The
concrete platform embodies the infrastructural and metaphysical expansion of the
human gaze as it is a site of literal and conceptual departure from the Earth’s surface.

The second text followed a still from a video that is part of the installation where I’m
studying the concrete platform in Skógasandur.
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The default pivotal point is the centre of the scene. To rotate around said pivotal point
hold down the middle mouse button and move the mouse around. To move closer or
further away from the pivotal point, roll the scroll wheel and finally to pan around,
hold down shift and the middle mouse button and move the mouse. Note that panning
changes the relation to the pivotal point resulting in a often troublesome navigation.
To set a new pivotal point, place the cursor on the desired location, hold down ALT
and tap F on the keyboard to set the new pivotal point.

The work is in some regard an attempt to solidify the digital environment around the body of
the viewer. The scale of the work allows the viewer to place its body within this environment,
rather than outside of it. The key terms; surface, substance, departure and disembodiment
governed every aspect of the works. Following is a description of each element of the
installation and followed by more detailed photos of each object:

The hanging print that depicts a aerial images of Skógasandur is supported by a chrome
pipe that is fixed on the wall with a hidden mount. I was inspired by the 3d software’s lack of
constraints, where one could simply place a chrome pipe next to a wall and it would stay
there without any additional support. On the other hand I wanted the aerial image to
completely surrender to the physical condition of the museum space, i.e. gravity, motion in
the air, light etc. so I printed it on a 8 meter long paper roll that is suspended of the chrome
pipe adopting the shape that the paper naturally finds.

The framed image depicts a digitally constructed space that resembles the museum space. At
first glance it appears photographic, but a closer look will reveal its digital condition.

The grey background paper brings an element of an infinite void to the work. The shape is
known as infinity cove that is commonly used in photographic productions to present the
chosen subject in a seemingly infinite void. The paper is fixed to the top of the wall and
reaching 3 meters out onto the floor where the rest of the roll is held in place by an orange
sand bag.
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The wall mounted screen holds a gravity and cloth simulation. In the beginning of the video
the grid that is native to 3d softwares is flat and the base colour of it is the same as the
background colour of that scene. However, when the simulation starts the grid is revealed to
be a cloth like object that falls down and is pulled back up in an infinite loop.

The grid fabric is resting on the floor, completely surrendering to the conditions of the
museum space, like the hanging print. It is a silk like material that holds the print of the same
grid as can be seen in on the wall mounted screen.

The rotating chrome pipe sits on top of a hovering fibreboard that holds a photographic
print of wood, laminated on the top side surface. Together these two objects; the pipe and the
board are somehow so synthetic that they almost look digital. Additionally, they deal directly
with the idea of surface and substance.

The white box screen is hovering 4.5 centimetres of the ground holding a video recording of
myself and another artist Florence Lam measuring and studying a concrete platform. This is
the same platform as can be seen on the aerial images of Skógasandur, it is the launch
platform that was used in 1965. This video was shot by Andreas Brunner during a field trip in
2017.
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Figure p.1 Still from a video included in the installation. Video credit: Andreas Brunner, 2017

Figure p.2 Installation view of the work Vanishing Point in Gerðarsafn. Photo: Claudia Hausfeld , 2018
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Figure p.3 The hanging print, digital print, 54 x 800 cm. Chrome pipe, 60cm.
Credit for photograph on the print: Samsýn. Photo: Claudia Hausfeld , 2018
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Figure p.4 Framed image. Digital print, 29 x 41 cm, framed with no glass. Photo: Claudia Hausfeld , 2018
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Figure p.5 Installation view. Photo: Claudia Hausfeld , 2018

Figure p.6 The wall mounted screen, 145 x 92 cm. Photo: Claudia Hausfeld , 2018
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Figure p.7 The grid cloth, fine polyester, 100 x 100 cm. Rotating pipe, chrome coated metal, 60 cm. Hovering
fibreboard, laminated fibreboard with photographic print of wood, 91 x 91 cm.
Photo: Claudia Hausfeld , 2018

Figure p.8 The white box screen, plywood and plaster, 65 x 99 x 24 cm. Photo: Claudia Hausfeld , 2018
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Appendix
Samples gathered from the concrete platform
Boyle family interview from 2011
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Figure a.1 The largest platform, the one that became the subject of my study, viewed from a drone during the
study of the physical site. This view is in the same way disembodied outsourced gaze as the one of the aerial and
satellite images.
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Figure a.2 (top left), a.3 (top right) and a.4 (bottom) Photographic surface study of the concrete
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Figure a.5 (top) and a.6 (bottom) Rock samples.
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Figure a.7 (top) and a.8 (bottom) Sand samples.
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Interview with the Boyle Family by Arnar Omarsson (AO), at Joan’s home in London November 20. 2011. The
Boyle family consists of Mark Boyle b.1934 (d.2005), Joan Hills b.1931, Sebastian Boyle (SB) b.1962 and
Georgia Boyle b.1963. The Boyle Family live and work in London.
AO: Considering the performance of choosing these 1000 places and announcing that you are going to visit
them all and study them in detail, would you go as far as calling your work process based?
SB: It is process in that sense, that there is this list of things to be undertaken at site but I think that there is this
technical term; Process art that might not apply to our work. One way to understand our project is to think of
Mark and Joan literally setting out to do a survey of planet earth. And they were kind of developing the project
at the same time NASA was planning the moon landing and they were reading about sorts of things the
astronauts were gonna study when they got to the moon. Mark and Joan were thinking 'there is all this money
going into studying space, maybe we don't know that much about our own planet'. So, they wrote down a similar
list, so essentially you can see the Earth studies being a equivalent to gathering moon rocks and stuff.
AO: In the text published as a part of exhibition at the Haags Gemeentemuseum in 1970 it says that at the
randomly selected sites you performed (random) checks on physical responses of both Mark and Joan, perhaps
like the astronauts then?
SB: Yes that's almost like studying the astronauts to see how they were responding to space, but it was also very
important for Mark and Joan to acknowledge they weren't completely neutral agents in the whole thing, that they
were going to be turning up, and we were going to be turning up at the site. We were active agents having an
effect on the site. So you have to monitor yourself in some way, in order to be able to acknowledge and in some
way measure the effect you are having on the site as well. Considering the butterfly theory, a butterfly in china
affects us over here, then we are definitely having an effect on the site when we turn up.
AO: Discussing your affect on your environment, how did you avoid affecting the process of choosing those
places?
SB: Well then the question is: How are you gonna select what to study. And they were aware of that if you only
follow your own interest, you limit the area of study to your upbringing, your society, peers and things like that,
that lead you to this moment of interest.
And the question, can we break free of that and be as open as you can to reality, to experience, to the world .
They realized you can. Of course it's impossible to study everything. However, you could limit what you were
going to study to what was practical but still be open to the possibility to study everything, that is if you develop
some kind of random selection technique to decide what you were going to study.
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AO: Considering Roth’s methodology, like the chocolate selfportrait. He let birds eat it away and sun melt it.
Do you see your work as product of an uncontrolled process?
SB: I think it is very interesting that our work parallels with Dieter’s way of working. Dieter would set
something up, and then as you said, let the birds pick at it or let the sun melt it, but also just let what ever
happened, happen to it. This is why Dieter, Mark, Joan and all of us go along so well. He could see our
acceptance of whatever the random selection has brought us to, this is it, this is the work. It is a art of
acceptance. You just have to accept that, that is the result of those, in our case, random choses we made. In
Dieter’s case, he set something up and let the mold do what it does and the result is what it is. Both for Dieter
and us, and other artist who work like this, it is a very freeing way of working.
AO: Do you consider all the different studies you perform on each site as being equally valid, considering the 6
foot square has grabbed most of the attention?
SB: We do consider them as valid, we think of it all as a whole, that list is a list of studies we hope to make at
each site, there are so many practical considerations in terms of time, money and so on. We try to do as many
types of studies as we can in the situation we are. Right now there is a exhibition in Edinburgh of the most
recent project in the World Series, which is the Barra Project, which is a island of the coast of Scotland. There
the dart actually landed in sea, so we made a film of the surface of the sea and two earth studies on the coast,
closest to the spot where the dart landed.
AO: Is the film presented as a projection on a wall then?
SB: Yes, the film is shown as an installation. However, it is projected down onto a plinth in a dark room.  But
it is an interesting question, whether we would ever actually do all those other studies and not do the earth study
and I don’t know.
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